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Key Takeaways  

 
• Product managers and app developers are focused on driving positive user experiences 

in 2018 and email is a critical component of doing so 
• Email senders are having a difficult time reaching recipient inboxes: mean delivery rates 

are down from 90 percent in 2015 to under 87 percent in 2017 
• Email delivery is a complex process that relies on numerous factors that determine 

email sending reputation and impact inbox placement, or lack thereof 
• Tactics to manage and mitigate email delivery issues are mixed: The Relevancy Group 

advises product managers and app developers to treat email as mission critical and to 
allocate appropriate resources towards measuring and managing email delivery 

 
 
Email Deliverability is Key to Driving Positive Customer Experiences 
If 2017 wasn’t officially the ‘year of the user,’ then 2018 certainly will be. Product managers, 
app developers, and marketers are allocating exponentially greater resources today towards 
ensuring positive user experiences than ever before, and for good reason. Users have 
increasingly come to expect smooth, cohesive experiences across devices and channels, and are 
increasingly intolerant of hiccups that can add friction and fail to deliver. Data from The 
Relevancy Group’s Executive Survey from the second half of 2017 indicates that email delivery 
is one of the top challenges businesses face when attempting to serve customers online. Those 
who fail to appropriately manage email deliverability among emails generated via apps, risk 
alienating users and driving customer churn. 
 
From welcome and onboarding messaging, to user notifications and product updates, email 
plays a critical role in stewarding positive relationships for most apps, websites, and services. 
Messages that fail to reach their recipient represent tall hurdles in that process. Users who 
aren’t exposed to core app and service messaging often suffer suboptimal customer 
experiences that impact adoption, usage, and renewals. Perhaps even more importantly, 
however, are password reset, email confirmation, and account activation emails that are 
delayed, bulked, or blocked. This experience can create absolute brick walls that send 
customers to immediately seek alternative solutions elsewhere. These types of messages are 
mission-critical. Even relatively minor delivery issues can have catastrophic consequences for 
user engagement numbers. 
 
On the flip side, for senders who are able to get messages to the inbox quickly and efficiently, 
opportunities to delight, educate, and positively impact the user experience through email have 
never been more abundant. Many enterprises have a wealth of customer and behavioral data 
on hand that can now be integrated with contextual, real-time data sources in order to execute 
messaging that drives real value for users, as well as meaningful business results for senders. 
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Relevancy Group data indicates that users are engaging with these messages at a greater rate 
today than they were in 2016. Mean open rates bumped up eight percent 2016 to 2017 and 
click-through rates jumped 14 percent. But if messages are delayed or fail to reach the inbox, 
they have little to no opportunity to drive increased engagement. 
 
 
App Developers and Product Directors are Facing Significant Email Deliverability Challenges 
Consumer, as well as corporate inbox providers, have their hands full battling the deluge of 
illegitimate email that floods their servers on an ongoing basis. Each has their own methods of 
identifying and acting on malicious mail streams, and most quite effectively insulate users from 
unwanted messages. However, the filters and algorithms that inbox providers leverage to 
protect recipients often result in ‘false positives.’ Legitimate messages are often blocked, sent 
to the bulk folder, or quarantined in such a way as to render them virtually inaccessible to end 
users who expect and rely upon these emails. Email delivery rates have been trending 
downward over the past three years, and as of the second half of 2017 had dropped to 87 
percent (Figure 1). This is a troubling number for marketers, app developers, and product 
managers who can’t afford to leave upwards of 13 percent of their user base in the dark about 
critical product messaging.  
 

Figure I. – Three Year Email Deliverability Trend (2015 – 2017) 

     

Question Asked: What is your average email delivery rate? Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey, 11/15 n=402, 6/16 
n=486, 8/17 n=301 U.S. Only 
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Reliable Email Deliverability Requires Key Technology, Expertise, and Active Management 
While many of the uninitiated still assume that email delivery ‘just happens,’ most enterprises 
understand that it is actually a complex process that relies on a wide variety of factors. These tactics 
must be implemented appropriately up front, and then actively managed on the back end.  
 
Reliable email delivery often hinges on an email sender’s reputation, which ISPs calculate based on 
factors associated with the sending domain, as well as the specific IP address or IP range where the 
messages originate. Email senders with a positive sending reputation usually have little trouble reaching 
intended inboxes. However, those whose reputations have been sullied, or who have merely failed to 
establish a strong, positive sending reputation (sometimes through no fault of their own) are often 
relegated to the junk folder or blocked altogether. 

Product managers and app developers, who would never subject users to latency within their apps or 
online experiences, far too often execute email messages that are untimely and often useless due to 
their latency.  Without leveraging specialized skills and implementing appropriate technology, these 
professionals fail to set up appropriate protocol for ensuring email delivery. Maintaining a positive 
sending reputation is a critical step, but senders must also have a scalable sending architecture in place 
to accommodate for spikes in volume and to provide for burst capacity. Without planning for these 
spikes and building for growth, product managers far too often find themselves with sending solutions 
that do not meet the demands of their real-time audiences. 

Meeting, and ideally exceeding, the requirements of demanding email recipients is a top priority, but 
email senders must also cater to another key stakeholder – their customer’s government. 
Communicating with customers through email requires adherence to a wide and expanding range of 
regulations that require specific functionality to ensure compliance. CAN-SPAM in the US represents the 
lowest common denominator, but CASL in Canada, and now GDPR in Europe dictate specific data 
handling procedures that senders can’t afford to ignore. The specialized technology and services of 
email delivery experts can help senders more efficiently navigate these regulatory waters and plot 
productive courses.  

Product managers, app developers, and marketers must focus on the following core areas to build and 
maintain a positive sending reputation and reach the inbox. 

Data Integrity & Bounce Management 
At the core of any effective email program is clean, structured, well-formed data. ISPs and firewalls 
immediately bounce emails sent to deformed, misspelled, or otherwise incorrect email addresses. Too 
many of these ‘hard bounces’ will tarnish a sender’s reputation and negatively impact the deliverability 
of other messages. ISPs are continuously communicating with senders through various bounce codes. 
Senders who are tuned in to the conversation can generally identify data issues quickly and remedy 
these issues before they become insurmountable. Proactive senders can mitigate issues on the front 
end by validating the data in real time at point-of-capture. 
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Analysis & Reporting 
Even relatively basic email programs kick back a ton of useful data that must be effectively measured, 
stored, analyzed, and made actionable by people and systems with specialized knowledge and training. 
Sophisticated senders are able to manage email delivery in real-time, reacting to receiving signals on an 
ongoing basis and throttling or otherwise acting on messages to promote inbox delivery. Senders who 
adopt a ‘set it and forget it’ approach and don’t actively monitor and measure email delivery will not 
likely be able to rely upon it. 
 

Security & Authentication 
Without the appropriate email authentication set-up on the front-end, no sender will be able to 
establish a solid reputation and be able to rely on effective email delivery. Email authentication allows 
ISPs and receiving domains to positively link each specific email with the sending domain and IP address 
sender, a key towards battling illegitimate, fraudulent, and spoofed emails. Appropriately implementing 
and managing the various security and authentication standards is not a trivial task. Failing to 
appropriately manage and adjust specific records as product or application requirements evolve can 
have a significant negative impact on email delivery.  Authenticating email streams doesn’t ensure a 
positive sending reputation, by any means, but senders who fail to properly implement (and maintain) 
SPF, DKIM, and DMARC standards will have little chance of establishing one.  
 

IP Management & Ramping 
ISPs and inbox providers prefer to see steady streams of incoming mail from seasoned, recognized IP 
addresses. Big fluctuations in volume or brand new IPs can cause discomfort and tend to raise red flags 
on the receiving end. This can pose real challenges for new senders who have no reputation on which to 
rely and often don’t yet have the volume of outgoing messaging required to establish a positive 
reputation. For some, especially those who send lower volumes, using a reputable shared IP pool is the 
appropriate strategy. For others, ramping/warming up a pool of dedicated IPs by sending incrementally 
larger volumes on a steady schedule is the best course of action.  
 

Email Structure & Content 
Emails that incorporate non-standard HTML formatting, or broken/bad HTML code, look like SPAM and 
will quite often be treated by ISPs and corporate firewalls as such. It behooves senders to carefully 
construct and test email templates to ensure that the format of the message itself isn’t the culprit of 
delivery woes. It also behooves senders to execute messages that users want to receive. Message 
engagement is a key factor in establishing a positive sending reputation. Senders that get opened and 
read at scale will likely continue to enjoy exposure to their intended audiences. However, those senders 
that are ignored — or worse, reported as spam — will likely be relegated to the junk folder or blocked 
altogether. 
 

ISP Relations & Mediation 
For most senders it is important to maintain an ongoing dialog with the key inbox providers such as 
Google, Microsoft, Yahoo, and others responsible for delivering mail to customers. Much of the 
conversation consists of senders launching messages, and then interpreting the replies from ISPs in the 
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form of bounce codes and feedback loops (FBL). However, they will need to communicate directly with 
ISP teams to diagnose issues and craft solutions at some points in most sender’s lifecycles. 
 
 
Corporate Firewall/Filter Mitigation 
Many of the same factors that cause ISPs to bulk and block messages will cause corporate firewalls and 
inbox providers to do the same. The dialogue many senders have with corporate inbox providers often 
differs. Consumer inbox providers generally engage in a rational dialog through bounce codes and 
feedback loops. Most corporate inbox providers, on the other hand, are less likely to return appropriate 
bounce codes and sometimes quarantine messages without reporting that information. Senders having 
delivery issues that have a high percentage of users at specific corporate domains can often mitigate 
issues through direct dialogs with each inbox provider individually.  
 

Blacklist Management 
Some email senders who have not effectively addressed item No.1 on this list may find themselves in 
the unenviable situation of being placed on a blacklist. Over the years, several organizations have 
maintained blacklists that help inbox providers more easily identify spammers. In the past, blacklists had 
been a big concern for marketers who gather and procure email data from a variety of, but inbox 
providers today use more sophisticated filtering and no longer rely on blacklists as heavily.  
 

 

Sender Adoption of Key Strategies & Tactics are Mixed 
While The Relevancy Group is pleased to report that upwards of 70 percent of senders reported 
leveraging some sort of validation technology at the point of collection (Figure 2.), we believe the other 
metrics likely represent why most senders fail to reach upwards of 13 percent of their intended 
audience. Sound data collection is the foundation of any email communications program. The nearly 30 
percent of senders who do not yet validate data on the front end, may do well to test this tactic. Domain 
level reporting is critical to understanding even the basic deliverability picture of any email program, as 
is monitoring and management feedback loops. The fact that such high percentages of senders are not 
acknowledging this fact and acting accordingly is a significant problem. As is the fact that over 70 
percent of senders have not implemented the three key authentication and security standards – SPF, 
DKIM, and DMARC. Without these measures in place, senders will not be well-positioned to reach the 
inbox. 
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Figure 2. Top Four Sending Tactics by Utilization 

   

Question Asked: Which of the following tactics do you currently use? 
 Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey, 8/17 n=301 U.S. Only 

 

 

The Relevancy Group realizes that email deliverability is a highly specialized and complex endeavor. For 
that reason, we almost always advise senders to seek out specialized email deliverability experts to help 
implement, monitor, and maintain positive sending reputations and productive email programs. Fifty-
three percent of senders currently leverage some sort of outside delivery service. Another 33 percent 
plan to engage email deliverability experts in 2018 (Figure 3.). The nearly 14 percent who have no plans 
to do so likely either have appropriate resources on staff, or are wading in waters that will soon become 
too deep. 
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Figure 3. Email Deliverability Services Utilization 

 

Question Asked: Which of the following tactics do you currently use, plan to use, or have no plans to use? Email Marketing 
Delivery Services. Source: The Relevancy Group Executive Survey, 8/17 n=301 U.S. Only 

 

 

Conclusion 
Driving positive user experiences is paramount for app developers and product managers in 2018. And 
well-orchestrated, perfectly-timed email communications are critical tools for the job. From onboarding 
to password reset, many of the most critical touchpoints in the customer lifecycle come through the 
email inbox. Sophisticated developers are wielding email communications to great benefit and 
proactively managing the channel to ensure email deliverability. Those who fail to acknowledge the 
complexities of email deliverability, and instead adopt a ‘set it and forget it’ approach, will likely find 
themselves below an increasingly steep customer expectation curve without the ability to make a 
positive impact. The Relevancy Group is pleased to report that most app developers and product 
managers recognize email as a core component of the product and treat it as such. We urge those that 
have not been as strategic about their email deliverability programs to allocate resources in 2018.  
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